
1. Landscaping questions  
- The GSC made finding for granting variance for sewer conditioned on the amount of impervious area to be lessened from 19.01% to 10% (p 6). How was that accomplished in the new design? 
   The plans March and May look identical, p 2 The paving changed from 134 to 88.2 (if 882 is a misprint), and the walkway coverage went from 447.53 to 61 SF, how is this illustrated?   
   Is it pervious or impervious paving? 
- What is the landscaping for the ‘red areas’, p 4? 

2. Parking questions  
- It looks like 4 driveways on the plan (p 4). Because of the 3’ setback (instead of 10’ ) cars parked in the driveways, will have their ‘butts’ right up to the sidewalk, making it unsightly (5). 
- The architect plan states ‘2 required, 2 proposed’. Isn’t it 2 covered parking spots per ‘over 2 bedrooms’, which would be 2 required per unit, total of 4? So another variance is needed for this? The          
   California Coastal Commission (CCC) asked for the regulations regarding findings for parking exceptions according to project planner notes. What are the regulations regarding parking exceptions? 

3. Zoning questions 
- The architect states that allowed ‘lot coverage’ is 45% and wants a variance to make it 47,9%. The GSC puts it to 50%, but then cites §§ 6300.9.11.50, 30%,  and 6300.9.11.70 (p 7)  concerning impervious   
   areas. What are the regulations that apply? 
- If the cited §§ apply, doesn’t 6300.9.11.60  (p 8) apply concerning ‘maximum building floor area’? 

4.  Questions concerning claims by the applicant 
- The applicant made several claims to the GSC and the Development Center (see Objections part 3: Attachment 1,2,3), what are they based on? The project owner changed the parcel size from 3,056 to    
  3,290 SF  on plan presented at the March CDRC hearing. Where did that number come from? The project planner’s map put it to 3,056 and the GSC has it to 3,020, both numbers according to surveyors. 
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Landscaping: March Design

Landscaping: May Design
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3,020 SF according to GCS surveyor. (when presented to them to 
parcel size was 3,056 in Nov 2019.)

MAY

Needs 2 covered parking spots per unit? Regulations?

MARCH

4.38 % + 14.64 % = 19.02 %

882/ 3056= 28.9% 
88.2/3056= 2.89%

61/3056 = 0.20 %

3,290  SF at CDRC in March 2020———> 3,056 SF at CDRC May 2020

See GSC: 
only 10% impervious surface allowed. The 19.02% needed to be 
lowered to 10%, instead it increased to 29.1%

1486.19 + 134 + 250.98 + 447.53 = 2318.67 1489 + 88.2  + 372 + 61= 2,010.2

Bark =  614 SF = 20.1%
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Missing landscaping 
Big Bark Fields: 340 + 274 = 614 SF 

3’ vinyl fence
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PARKING VARIANCE? 4 Driveways? What size? 12 x 18?

12’ x 18’ 12’ x 18’ 12’ x 18’12’ x 18’

The Alameda

3’ Vinyl Fence

3’ parcel

15’ right of way
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The Granada Community Service recommended approving a variance under the condition that the impervious surface  was 
reduced from 581 SF to 306 SF. They pointed to that only 10% of impervious surface was allowed, referencing 6300.9.11.50 
and 70:

Sewage Variance
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6300.9.11.60 see p 8



If 63009.11.50 and 70 applies - Does 
63009.11.60 apply?
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